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The newsletter of Plymouth Miniature Steam. Published quarterly (normally 
March, June, September & December) and issued free to members. Cut-off date 
for submissions is 24th of the preceding month (i.e. Feb, May, Aug & Nov). 
 
We  operate  a  ground  level  track  of  approximately  half  a  mile  in  length  at  
our  site  at  Pendeen Crescent,  Southway,  Plymouth,  with  facilities  for  3½,  5  
and  7¼  inch  gauges.  
Public running occurs on the first and third Sundays of each month, from April 
until the end of October. 
For further details and membership information, please contact Ian Jefferson 
(01752-788862) or Malcolm Preen (01752-778083). 
 
Current Membership Rates - Adult £20.00, Junior £8.00. 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’ (was Estover 
Community College), Plymouth, £25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. 
 
Editor:  Dave Biss, Sunnyside, The Crescent, Crapstone, YELVERTON, 

Devon, PL20 7PS. 
Tel: 01822 854433.       Email -  pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk 

 
Web - www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk 
We also operate an email message service within the membership; if you wish to 
join, please send an email to jbmon@btinternet.com  
Please note that contributions reflect the views of the writer and are not 
necessarily endorsed by the Company. 
Trading Post - Members advertisements for models and other related items are 
published free.  
Non-members £1 per entry. Trade, by arrangement. All items for inclusion to be 
sent to the Editor.  
Plymouth Miniature Steam, a Company limited by guarantee, registered in 
England No. 3360128 
 

Your Committee for 2015: 
Ian Jefferson – Chairman; Nick Hill – Vice Chairman 
Ursula Brown – Secretary; John Briggs – Treasurer; Selwyn Brown –Track Marshal 
Bob Masters; Alan Smith; Chris Nash; Charlie Palin Jnr; Sue Jefferson – Membership Sec 
 
Front cover: A visiting King from Northolt Club 

Club Details 

mailto:pms.editor@hotmail.co.uk
http://www.plymouthminiaturesteam.co.uk/
mailto:jbmon@btinternet.com
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Editorial 

They say a picture paints a 
thousand words? 
I am sure this photo says an 
awful lot . . . but I hate to think 
what! 
 
 
 
 
Happy Steaming!  

Contents / Editorial 
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From the Chair 

Here we are, in August already! It should be summer, but the weather is rather 
strange, some days good, others poor, it is only facts like Burrator reservoir being 
only half full, that reminds us of the true season. This weather certainly took its 
toll on us, by raining heavily on the day of our summer barbeque, resulting in its 
postponement, to September (weather permitting).  
 
Fortunately the weather has not had a 
dramatic effect on the public running 
Sundays, indeed we have now passed 
that milestone of having carried more 
than 500 passengers on a single day. 
This has had the effect of some stress 
on the locomotives, stock and 
members. An example being one 
Tuesday recently, Mike came back 
from some grass cutting and handed 
me a bundle of steel strips he had 
found on the track, I rapidly identified 

these as having been a spring. A quick 
check, showed that it had come from Fred 
and that both front springs had in fact 
failed (one totally). With no spares to hand,   
material had to be sourced, formed and the 
replacements fitted; now in place, we hope 
they will last at least as long as the 
originals. Lesson learned, we now have 

some spares ready for rapid replacement.   
 
Away from the public running, we have had a number of busy members’ days and 
a couple of other events. One notable one threatened to be disrupted, but on this 
occasion, not by the weather. The Northolt club had arranged to visit us on 
Tuesday July 28th, but on the Monday evening, some of the ‘local vandals’ 
managed to gain entry to an empty factory near the Southway shopping centre 
and start what turned out to be a very destructive fire, which threatened many 
other premises and to close the roads in the area (they were overnight). 
Thankfully we were able to reach the track on Tuesday, as did the visitors, 

From the Chair  
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complete with five 5” gauge steam locomotives and one electric. The steamers 
numbered; a ‘Sweet Pea’, a ‘Metre Maid’, a ‘Simplex’, a ‘King’ and a ‘Halton (Baltic) 
Tank’, all rounded off with a ‘Charlatan’ in LMS Black. A good day was enjoyed by 
all, although the King, recently refurbished, did have some difficulties. Also, by 
the time you read this, we will once again have had a visit from the Barnardo’s 
group based in the local Oakwood School, we hope that the weather for the day 
remains fine and that everyone enjoys themselves. 
 
One job that has been ongoing for much of the year, has been the tidying and 
reorganisation of the store. This is approaching completion, thanks in no small 
part to Rob’s efforts, particularly in sourcing and installing some industrial 
shelving. Hopefully by the end of this year, that particular project will have 
reached its conclusion and we can then benefit fully from the facilities it offers. 
 
Looking to the future, all too soon the supposed summer will be coming to a close 
and we will be able to get back to school on Thursday evenings. Resuming on 
September 10th, through to October 8th and from November 12th to December 
10th. There will also be our usual exhibition on September 20th, so remember the 
date and bring your latest creation to share. We expect to start quite early and 
weather permitting it will be an enjoyable day. Then on October 27th, our social 
evening is scheduled to be an illustrated talk on the subject of Brunel, by our own 
John Briggs. 
 
And so we will see 2015 rapidly approach its end, I wonder what next year will 
bring? One thing I have found out is that the smokebox door for the new Gresley 
P2 class being built, is to be pressed at Buckfastleigh, nothing unusual there I 
hear you say, but it is not round! Like the A4s it is D shaped, something that 
means that some rather special press tools will be required! And hopefully some 
of my own creations will progress further then as well. 
 
Well that just about completes it for another issue but I will take this opportunity 
to remind you that I will be placing an order for some club branded clothing at 
the end of September, so if you want to order anything for Christmas, get that 
order in quickly! 
 
Wishing you all the best and enjoy your hobby. 
 
Ian. 

From the Chair  
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 Northolt Club Visit 

Northolt Club Visit  

Northolt Club Visit  
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Parade of Steam – 2015 
John Briggs 

25 Year Anniversary 
The planned BBQ and Parade of Steam on the 12th of July was frustrated by the 
weather which is disappointing. All is not lost, however, as we still have the 
splendid cake to cut, courtesy of the company secretary, Ursula, and the BBQ food 
has been frozen for another day. 
 
Definite Plan - Cake 
The cake will be cut by the 
longest serving member of 
PMS at the exhibition on the 
20th September at Goodwin 
Park in the exhibition tent at 
1200, before the general 
public arrive. More of the 
membership are often there 
on that day, however if there 
is any cake left it can be saved 
for the members evening in 
October. 
 
Contingency Plan - BBQ Food 
Once the BBQ food is unfrozen, it will have to be cooked. A roll plus filling will be 
set at £1 to cover costs. The preferred date for another BBQ will be the members’ 
day on the 13th September with a contingency date on the following members’ 
day on the 11th October. A decision on the weather will have to be made on the 
Friday, 11th September and distributed by e-mail. If a large number of engines 
turn out, an impromptu parade could be attempted. 

 
25th Anniversary BBQ 
Postponed from July, the next attempt to hold the club BBQ will be on the 
members’ day on the 13th September. If a good number of locomotives are in 
steam we could hold the parade of steam, but do come along anyway and enjoy 
the social occasion as once the frozen food is thawed it will have to be eaten. 

Parade of Steam  
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Scotland by Steam Again 
- or - 

There and Back, by the G(reat) W(ay) R(ound) 
- or - 

It’s an ‘Ill Wind’ 

By Ian Jefferson 

Late last year, I became aware that there was once again the opportunity to ride 
behind an A4 on the East Coast Main Line. This was to be a form of farewell to Sir 
Nigel Gresley, before she went in for overhaul. It did not take me long before the 
decision was made and the booking was in. Accommodation in London was 
organised, leaving just the Plymouth to London (and return) travel to be 
organised. All that was before Wootton Basset! Fortunately, time was on my side, 
so I simply waited to see how things evolved and thankfully as the date neared it 
became clear that the train would run, however a new problem arose in that Sir 
Nigel was stuck on the NYMR, due to a gauging issue! This again, was eventually 
resolved, but with a mere 48 hours to go, a failed Fitness to Run, put everything 
into doubt again. The morning of my trip to London came and a final check 
revealed that the FTR issue had been resolved and Sir Nigel would indeed meet 
us at York.  

Passing Southall, on the way in to Paddington, gave me a quick glimpse of the 
stock for the morning, but no sign of any steam on shed. With a few hours to 
spare, a visit was 
made to the 
London Transport 
Museum, housed in 
the old flower 
market at Covent 
Garden. This is 
well worth a visit if 
you are in the area 
and it gives a good 
understanding of 
the evolution of 
London and its 
transport systems.   

Foreign Travel  
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Then, Sunday morning found me once again on platform 1 at Kings Cross, 
boarding a train consisting of 9 coaches (including a full kitchen), top ’n tailed by 
class 47s (47746 & 47760). With such a moderate load and an easy schedule, the 
run to York was without 
incident and we arrived 
on time. Once in York, 
there was just time for a 
quick run around the 
museum and the chance 
to check that Sir Nigel 
was indeed on the 
preparation road ready 
for the off, then back to 
the station to see her 
pass through on the way 
to collect the stock and 
bring it into platform 11. 

With a load now of 10 
(including support 
coach) and a 47 on the 
back, this was no light 
load for a start on a 
damp track. 
Nonetheless the start 
was sure footed and 
again, an easy schedule 
meant that time was 
well kept; without 
stopping at Tyne Yard 
we swept on, up and 
over the King Edward 

Bridge into Newcastle, for the water stop at Heaton. Heading northward again, 
near the small town of Cramlington the new ‘sculpture’ of Northumberlandia was 
spotted. This is an old mining area and the spoil heaps have been landscaped into 
parkland, incorporating the figure of a reclining (naked) woman, all that could be 
seen from the train was the profile of the face, but within a few years even this 
will be hidden as a screen of trees has been planted and is growing well. 

Foreign Travel  
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Continuing on, we passed Alnmouth (where the branch to Alnwick is being 
resurrected), Chathill, Lindisfarne and over the Royal Border Bridge into Berwick 
for the second water stop. Now over the border, the rain came and with some 
force; undaunted we pushed on until approaching Dunbar the rain eased, giving 
us a clear run alongside the Forth and into Waverley some 10 minutes early. And 
so a very enjoyable day closed, with a climb up the hundred or so steps of 
Fleshmarket Close to my Hotel for the night. 

The next day I had taken the option not to go on the optional trip behind Sir 
Nigel, around the ‘Fife Circle’. Instead I chose the opportunity to photograph her 
departure, using the balcony outside the Scottish National Gallery. Unfortunately 
good vantage points are becoming more difficult to find due to the clutter 
associated with electrification; nevertheless I was soon joined by several other 
photographers, so I stood firm to my chosen vantage. Whilst waiting for the 
departure time, I happened to glimpse a mouse running across the paving in 
front of me and I thought ‘Could it be the spirit of Cuneo come to watch?’ Then 
with the road set, Sir Nigel announced the off with a cloud of steam from the 
drains and gently eased her train out of the platform and under ‘The Mound’.  

 

Foreign Travel  
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With a couple of 
hours to spare 
before her return 
the opportunity 
was taken to 
wander up to the 
castle. Even if you 
have never been 
there, I am sure 
you must have 
seen the castle 
esplanade set up 
ready for the 
tattoo. The castle 
itself was very 
busy with visitors of almost every nationality, so I did not venture further, but 
what surprised me was the slope of the esplanade, a fact that is not apparent 
from the television coverage and which must make some of the displays quite 

challenging to execute. 
Another impressive feature 
was the seating; this is a 
specially constructed set of 
steelwork, capable of seating 
almost 9,000. However as it is 
only used for about 4 months 
of the year, there must be a 
large warehouse somewhere 
where it resides for the other 
8!   Soon I returned to another 
vantage point at the other end 

of the station, in order to record the return of the train to Waverly. Then it was 
back to the platform, for an evening excursion, alas not steam hauled, partly 
because of a lack of turning facilities at the destination - Dundee. 

Back in the top ‘n tailed formation, the train made rapid progress out from 
Edinburgh, towards Dalmeny and across the Firth of Forth, by that most 
spectacular bridge which spans that stretch of water. The sight is spectacular, but 
the bridge itself is so vast, that it is almost impossible to see it whilst crossing it. 

Foreign Travel  
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Once over the bridge the run along the northern edge of the Firth, seemed more 
like a coastal run rather than alongside an estuary, such is the vastness of the 
landscape. Onwards we travelled, passing active semaphore signals, before 
slowing, to cross that other famous bridge, stretching for 2 miles over the Firth of 
Tay. An equally spectacular view is achieved from this vantage and the stumps of 
the old bridge lie just on the seaward side, appearing pitifully small for the task 
expected of them. Once over the bridge, Dundee was reached in a matter of 
minutes; we then had little more than an hour to ‘explore’. Here the station is set 
in a deep cutting just back from the ‘sea wall’ so the exit from the island platform 
is up a flight of stairs and over a 
footbridge, opening out onto what 
must at one time have been the 
quayside. From what little 
exploration was possible, it was 
clear that this had been a busy place, 
once famous for jute, whaling and 
marmalade, but times have changed 
and it is now in that limbo between 
degradation and regeneration, and 
everything appeared to have closed 
an hour before we arrived! Just 
outside the station is the RRS 
Discovery, the ship that took Captain 
Scott on his first expedition to the 
Antarctic, housed in a dry dock 
adjacent to a very new visitor centre, 
complete with symbolic life sized 
penguins! With ‘time up’ we all 
headed back to the station for the 
return over the bridges back to 
Edinburgh; a last chance to savour 
the views!  

The next morning it was back to Waverly, for the start of the return home; 
7:30am, but was it platform 2 or 20? Not so bad as it sounds because the Waverly 
through platforms are long enough for 2 trains (hence 2 numbers) and have 
crossovers at the mid-point; the through platforms being at either side of the 
station, with the bays in the centre. And so began the southbound run, once again 

Foreign Travel  
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with Sir Nigel at the head of 10 plus the class 47. The first water stop was at 
Tweedmouth, just on the southern side of the border bridge. This was quite a 
long stop as there were several service trains to pass at that time on a weekday 
morning. Again southwards through Northumberland to a short stop in 
Newcastle Central, before once again crossing the Tyne, into County Durham. 
Another pathing stop just on the approach to Durham station saw us passed by 
the second class 47, amongst other services. For those of you who do not know 
the geography, Durham station, although well above the city, is in a significant 
dip and in steam days always had a banker available for southbound services. So 
a slight slip on the restart raised some trepidation, but fortunately it was 
unfounded and we climbed out of the dip towards the second water stop at 
Ferryhill. Then it was across the old racing stretch to York, once again 10 minutes 
early. 

On the run in to the station, a quick glimpse to the right, revealed Tornado, being 
prepared to work her train back to London, leaving about half an hour behind us.  
Once again the opportunity was taken to get photographs of Sir Nigel, before she 

Foreign Travel  
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headed south to Holgate sidings. Soon Tornado came through the station, also 
bound for Holgate, before Sir Nigel ran north, back to the NRM. When was the last 
time there were 2 light engine moves through York within 5 minutes? And so it 
was time for us to leave; back with 2 class 47s we headed south for Kings Cross, 
passing Tornado, waiting in Holgate, ready for her departure time. 

So we all settled back for a leisurely run back to London, or so we thought! About 
half way between York and Doncaster, we came to a stand at Temple Hirst 
junction. This is at the southern end of the diversionary route that was put in 
about 35 years ago, because of the opening of the Selby Drift coalfield. Despite 
standing there for over ten minutes, nothing passed us and nothing appeared on 
the other route, strange! After another ten minutes or so, word came through 
that a lightning strike had taken out a signal and the entire Doncaster north area 
had come to a standstill, with all signals at red! The challenge for the schedulers 
went from keeping to time, to just moving that which could. We were therefore to 
return to Colton Junction (almost at York, at the northern end of the deviation 
line) and then to go round by Leeds! Out came the map for a check! Fortunately, 
being top ’n tailed, this was straightforward, so it was that we set off backwards 
towards York, initially, wrong line but as soon as possible moved over to the right 
line until we reached Colton Junction. Then back to the up line towards Ullskelf 
and Church Fenton before heading towards Leeds. I knew that my map was out of 
date, so I could not be sure of our route, but I eventually caught up as we passed 
through Woodlesford and Normanton, before reaching Doncaster some 2 hours 
late. By now the schedules were well and truly up the creek so anything was 
possible and inevitably other service trains hurtled past us.  

Leaving Doncaster, word came through that Tornado had left York late, but 
because the signalling problem had been cleared, she had a straight run through 
and was now immediately in front of us, instead of behind! So my camera came 
back to readiness, as she would have to stop for water soon! Alas no sign at the 
usual place (Claypole loop) and we pressed on through Grantham and positively 
hurtled down Stoke Bank, as if in hot pursuit and the possibility of passing at 
Werrington, just north of Peterborough, but not there either, nor in Peterborough 
station. We eventually passed her just south of the river Nene, but so close that 
all I got was a green blur on the photograph. From there on we had a clear run 
and finally arrived in Kings Cross only half an hour down on our original 
schedule. 

Foreign Travel  
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And so concluded another enjoyable long week end of travel and good food. The 
final leg back home was completed just before a strike on the western region, and 
another photographic chance was missed, as Tornado was back at Southall, being 
cleaned and readied for her next move, to Bristol.  With Sir Nigel and Bittern now 
both due for overhaul, the next opportunity is some way off, but we live in hope! 

Ian. 

In memory of Roger Barker. 

 

 

Trip to Gilling East, North Yorkshire 
Aidan Hall  

I don’t know about everyone else but I’m an avid watcher of You Tube for videos 

of miniature railways.  One that keeps cropping up is a club called Gilling East in 

North Yorkshire.  A simple search in Google will reveal the clubs website: 

www.rsme.org.uk for the track. 

Maria and I were on holiday in North Yorkshire in June and oblivious to me at the 

time was how close we were to the Gilling East club.  By chance I was browsing 

my phone and noted that we could easily visit the club.  I quickly slotted in a visit 

to the railway for the Sunday of our holiday! 

Upon turning up the track seemed very familiar having seen it on repeated 

videos!  The club have built their track around an old school house.  It turned out 

after reading about the club that local village needed a village hall but did not 

want the land that went with the old school house.  The club gained permission to 

build a track around the old school house and the rest is history. 

Foreign Travel / Gilling  

http://www.rsme.org.uk/
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The layout is pretty impressive and it is set up as a dual track mainline.  As you 

will see from the diagram (courtesy of the Gilling Rallies booklet) the layout has 

notable features such as: 

 Turntable 

 Locomotive running shed 

 A large goods yard 

 Two signal boxes 

 Low level carriage siding 

The signal box at Gilling Station boasts an interlocking frame with signals and 

points operated by compressed air (within station limits).  The club has spent a 

lot of time on the signalling detail and this comes into its own when they run 

their bi-annual rallies.  I was informed that at the rallies anything that needs to be 

moved must be done by rail, hence the large goods yard.  The rallies are very 

popular and take place on the May and August bank holidays. 

Gilling  
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I had to admire 

the water towers 

for refilling the 

engines.  They 

were scaled to 

look like the real 

thing with a small 

rotation lever to 

regulate the water 

flow. 

Prior to going to 

the track I had 

bumped into a guy 

called Dave at our campsite who knew the track well as his father-in-law Bill was 

a member.  It also turned out that we would all be going to the track on the 

Sunday!  

When we arrived I quickly found Bill as I had been told he had a Black Five.  Bill 

turned out to be very interesting and was a mainline fireman for the real Black 

Five 45231 “The Sherwood 

Forester”.  He had recently 

retired from firing as the 

owner of 45231 Bert 

Hitchen had passed away.  

Bill had agreed with Bert 

that he would retire if Bert 

ever sold the engine. 

Bill’s 5 inch gauge 45231 

was a lovely engine and I 

took a ride during the day.  I 

was also regaled with some of Bill’s mainline firing stories which were very 

interesting.  Bill’s engine had been originally prepared by another club member, 

Gilling  
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Mike, from a model works kit.  Mike was also present at the Sunday meeting and 

Mike drove a 5 inch Duchess of Hamilton. 

 

The Duchess is a 4 

cylinder engine and 

this made for a very 

smooth acceleration.  

Mike was very 

knowledgeable about 

engine building and 

maintenance and 

entertained my 

queries! 

During our visit we also saw: 5 inch Thompson B1, 5 inch Speedy which had 

recently been overhauled and a 5 inch Simplex. 

I can highly recommend visiting Gilling East if you are in North Yorkshire.  Here 

are some more photos of our day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gilling  
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Gilling  
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Barnados’ Visit 
 
Almost 100 small children, 
parents, teachers and 
friends from Barnados 
visited the railway 
on Tuesday, 18th 
August, hosted by 
the Tuesday Gang. 
The weather made 
it a perfect day and 
the children were 
hauled by the Class 
20 and a Wren 
(Hernia).  

Barnardos  
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The Brunels 
In the space of a few decades, the face of England, her habits and culture, were 
changed beyond recognition by a small number of men, all of them engineers and 
foremost among them the Brunels, father and son. Where did they come from, 
what were the formative experiences in their lives and how did they do that? 
John will try to answer these questions with an illustrated talk at the members 
evening on the 27th October. 

Staff Needed 
John Briggs 

We do depend very heavily on the ticketing, catering and shop staff who between 

them accounted for almost 60% of our income last year. This coming year we 

know that one of our helpers has moved to Somerset and unusual commitments 

are also expected that may well leave us empty handed. If you would like to join 

our merry crew and help the club along, do pop in anytime on a running day and 

speak to Helen, Linda or Monica or e-mail jbmon@btinternet.com and you can be 

added to the list. 

For Sale  

The Brunels / Staff / For Sale  

For Sale 

Axminster ‘Micro’ Lathe  

Variable speed with top slide, 3 jaw chuck and power feed. £200 
Contact the Editor, see page 2 
 (on behalf of Brian Hunter) 

 

mailto:jbmon@btinternet.com
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Devon Autumn Steam Events 
    

Devon Steam Events  
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Club Diary Dates 2015: 

10/9/2015 Torbridge - Start of term 

13/9/2015 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

20/9/2015 Public Running Sunday and Exhibition 

4/10/2015 Public Running Sunday 

11/10/2015 Committee meeting and members’ Sunday 

18/10/2015 Public Running Sunday 

27/10/2015 Members’ Evening – “The Brunels” 

TBA Torbridge – Half Term 

8/11/2015 Committee meeting 

24/11/2015 Winter Magazine press date 

TBA Torbridge – End of term 

13/12/2015 Committee meeting 

1/1/2016 Members’ day 

 
 
The "Tuesday Gang" 
Meet weekly at the track from 10:15 to 12:15. The jobs tackled include mowing, 
DIY on the building, maintenance of locos and rolling stock, painting bridges etc.  
 
 
PMS Club Meetings 
Church of the Holy Spirit, Flamborough Road, Southway, 
Plymouth (near Shopping Centre). 

27th October 2015: “The Brunels” by John Briggs - 7:30pm start 
 
 
Workshop Evenings 
Workshop facilities available to members at ‘Tor Bridge High’, Plymouth. 
£25 per term (10 weeks) or £3 per session. Thursday eves (6:30-8:30pm) during 
term time. For dates see above 
 

Diary 


